Abstract. In this note we characterize, in algebraic and geometric terms, when a graded vanishing ideal is generated by binomials over any field K.
Introduction
Let S = K[t 1 , . . . , t s ] be a polynomial ring over a field K with the standard grading induced by setting deg(t i ) = 1 for all i. By the dimension of an ideal I ⊂ S we mean the Krull dimension of S/I. The affine and projective spaces over the field K of dimensions s and s − 1 are denoted by A s and P s−1 , respectively. Points of P s−1 are denoted by [α] , where 0 = α ∈ A s .
Given a set Y ⊂ P s−1 define I(Y), the vanishing ideal of Y, as the graded ideal generated by the homogeneous polynomials in S that vanish at all points of Y. Conversely, given a homogeneous ideal I ⊂ S define V (I), the zero set of I, as the set of all [α] ∈ P s−1 such that f (α) = 0 for all homogeneous polynomial f ∈ I. The zero sets are the closed sets of the Zariski topology of P s−1 . The Zariski closure of Y is denoted by Y.
We will use the following multi-index notation: for a = (a 1 , . . . , a s ) ∈ Z s , set t a = t a 1
1 · · · t as s . We call t a a Laurent monomial. If a i ≥ 0 for all i, t a is called a monomial of S. A binomial of S is an element of the form f = t a − t b , for some a, b in N s . An ideal I ⊂ S generated by binomials is called a binomial ideal. A binomial ideal I ⊂ S with the property that t i is not a zero-divisor of S/I for all i is called a lattice ideal.
In this note we classify binomial vanishing ideals in algebraic and geometric terms. There are some reasons to study vanishing ideals. They are used in algebraic geometry [5] and algebraic coding theory [4, 8] . They are also used in polynomial interpolation problems [3, 6, 11] .
The set
where [1] = [(1, . . . , 1)] is the identity element. Accordingly the affine space A s is also a monoid under componentwise multiplication.
The contents of this note are as follows. In Section 2 we recall some preliminaries on projective varieties and vanishing ideals. Let Y be a subset of Finally, we classify the graded lattice ideals of dimension 1 over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. It turns out that they are the vanishing ideals of finite subgroups of projective tori (Proposition 3.14).
For all unexplained terminology and additional information, we refer to [1, 5] (for algebraic geometry and vanishing ideals) and [2, 10, 12] (for binomial and lattice ideals).
Preliminaries
In this section, we present a few results that will be needed in this note. All results of this section are well-known.
Definition 2.1. Let K be a field. We define the projective space of dimension s − 1 over K, denoted by P
where two points α, β in K s \ {0} are equivalent under ∼ if α = cβ for some c ∈ K. It is usual to denote the equivalence class of α by [α] . The affine space of dimension s over the field K,
For any set Y ⊂ P s−1 define I(Y), the vanishing ideal of Y, as the ideal generated by the homogeneous polynomials in S that vanish at all points of Y. Conversely, given a homogeneous ideal I ⊂ S define its zero set as
A projective variety is the zero set of a homogeneous ideal. It is not difficult to see that the members of the family The converse of Lemma 2.4 is true. This follows from the next result.
Lemma 2.5. Let Y and Y be finite subsets of P s−1 and A s respectively, let P and [P ] be points in Y and Y , respectively, with P = (α 1 , . . . , α s ), and let I [P ] and I P be the vanishing ideal of [P ] and P , respectively. Then (2.1)
where
is a prime ideal of height s − 1 and I P is a prime ideal of height s.
A classification of vanishing ideals generated by binomials
We continue to employ the notations and definitions used in Sections 1 and 2. In this part we classify vanishing ideals generated by binomials.
Let (S, · , 1) be a monoid and let K be a field. As usual we define a character χ of S in K (or a K-character of S) to be a homomorphism of S into the multiplicative monoid (K, ·, 1). Thus χ is a map of S into K such that χ(1) = 1 and χ(αβ) = χ(α)χ(β) for all α, β in S. 
Proof. The set S
}} is a submonoid of A s . Take a homogeneous polynomial 0 = f = λ 1 t a 1 + · · · + λ m t am that vanishes at all points of Y, where λ i ∈ K \ {0} for all i and a 1 , . . . , a m are distinct non-zero vectors in N s . We set a i = (a i 1 , . . . , a is ) for all i. For each i consider the K-character of S given by
As f ∈ I(Y), one has that λ 1 χ 1 + · · · + λ m χ m = 0. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, we get that m ≥ 2 and χ i = χ j for some i = j. Thus t a i − t a j is in I(Y). For simplicity of notation we assume that i = 1 and j = 2. Since [1] ∈ Y, we get that λ 1 + · · · + λ m = 0. Thus
Since f − λ 2 (t a 2 − t a 1 ) is a homogeneous polynomial in I(Y), by induction on m, we obtain that f is a sum of homogeneous binomials in I(Y).
This result can be restated as: Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 3.7 because any finite set is closed in the Zariski topology. Definition 3.9. The set T = {[(x 1 , . . . , x s )] ∈ P s−1 | x i ∈ K * for all i} is called a projective torus in P s−1 , and the set T * = (K * ) s is called an affine torus in A s , where
If Y is a submonoid of an affine torus T * , then I(Y ) is a non-graded lattice ideal (see [2, Proposition 2.3] ). The following corollary is the graded version of this result. 
We set α i = (α i1 , . . . , α is ) for i = 1, . . . , n.
, that is all β ij 's are in K * and have finite order. Consider the subgroup H of K * generated by all β ij 's. This group is cyclic because K is a field. If β is a generator of (H, · ), we can write α ij /µ i = β v ji for some v ji in N. Hence
We set v i = (v i1 , . . . , v in ) for i = 1, . . . , s. Let Y H be the set in P s−1 parameterized by the monomials y v 1 , . . . , y vs relative to H. If [γ] ∈ Y, then we can write
for some x 1 , . . . , x n in H. Since any x k is of the form β i k for some integer i k , one can write
Remark 3.13. The equivalence between (a) and (b) was shown in [9, Proposition 6.7(b)] under the assumption that K is a finite field.
Proposition 3.14. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and let I be a graded ideal of S of dimension 1. Then I is a lattice ideal if and only if I is the vanishing ideal of a finite subgroup Y of a projective torus T .
Proof. ⇒) Assume that I = I(L) is the lattice ideal of a lattice L in Z s . Since I is graded and dim(S/I) = 1, for each i ≥ 2, there is a i ∈ N + such that f i := t a i i − t a i 1 ∈ I. This polynomial has a factorization into linear factors of the form t i − µt 1 with µ ∈ K * . In characteristic zero a lattice ideal is radical [12, Theorem 8.2.27 ]. Therefore I is the intersection of its minimal primes and each minimal prime is generated by s − 1 linear polynomials of the form t i − µt 1 . It follows that I is the vanishing ideal of some finite subset Y of a projective torus T . By Corollary 3.7, Y is a submonoid of T . As the cancellation laws hold in T and Y is finite, we get that Y is a group. ⇐) This implication follows at once from Corollary 3.10.
